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Somewhere in North Burma
4 May 1945

Dr. James Nabritt,

Dear Sir,

The letter idea to the servicemen from Howard's is wonderful. It makes one feel very good to read about things in a civilized part of the world. It pictures so beautifully the scene of campus life and recalls to us the time we walked, studied, and played "Far above the lake so blue.

It is obvious what a change has taken place during the past years of suffering, loneliness, and separation. Many of us know grief, know what it means to be in severe pain, and withstanding human torture and also the torture of nature. Some have passed on by one or the other, and some will pass on before it's over, and others will
come home as they left and others with permanent disabilities. From the
less we all did our share—there on
the home front as well as those on
the battle fronts.

Captains Hinton, Coleman, Marshall and I
are assigned to the 335th Station
Hay
in Burma and are graduates from
Howard. I had never known it from
the publication released by the University
for as yet we haven't received one. Our
names were omitted from the roster of the
whereabouts of Howard's servicemen also.

It's amazing the work the boys
are doing under such hazardous
conditions. How they are able to go
from one day to the other puzzles me.

Perhaps I had better sign off, but
I want you to know we think of Howard
and love her very much. Regards to all
Howardites.

Sincerely,

Marvin M. Fisk